Special Section on Antennas and Propagation for Emerging Biomedical Applications

Aims & Scope: The IEEE Open Journal of Antennas and Propagation (OJAP) will publish a Special Section devoted to the 2020 IEEE International Symposium on Antennas and Propagation and USNC-URSI Radio Science Meeting. Authors of original research papers related to Antennas and Propagation for Emerging Biomedical Applications presented at the conference are invited to submit expanded versions of their papers to this Special Section. The expanded version requires significantly new technical content and results beyond the conference paper. Every paper will be reviewed in the same manner as regular submissions to this journal.

- Papers should be submitted through the journal’s submission site, by selecting the Special Section’s title in the menu for “Manuscript Type”.
- The conference paper should be included with the submission.
- The following note should be added to the footnote on the first page of the paper: “This paper is extended from presentation at the 2020 IEEE International Symposium on Antennas and Propagation and USNC-URSI Radio Science Meeting.”
- The Special Section welcomes contributions by all potential authors, including authors outside the conference, that have material well-fitted to the Special Section’s topic.

Submission deadline: 31 December 2020

Accepted papers will immediately appear on IEEE Xplore, forming an expanding collection of reference material on Antennas and Propagation for Emerging Biomedical Applications.
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